
Cleaning Solar Panels



The hypothesis (or
prediction)
If the solar panels are dirty then less energy is 
created because the debri will be blocking the 
sun energy. 



Question: 
   Is it better to clean or to not clean 
your solar panels.



Purpose: after 
viewing many 

solar panels being 
dirty i questioned 
if it is important to 

clean them



Research

There are two parts of a solar panel. A negative and positive silicon. Also phosphorus 
is used to create negative type silicon, and boron is used to create positive type 
silicon. Solar panels convert light into electricity by the sun hitting the panel and ignite 
the electrons in the silicon crystal. Photons give the electrons enough energy to move 
freely in the silicon. The gridlines from the panel captures the electrical energy, and 
convert it into your house. HESolar explains that Dirty solar panels will see an average 3.5% 
Production boost when cleaned. In my opinion this is an insignificant loss when considering how dirty the 
solar panels were!

The goal of my research is to understand what solar panels 
are and how they convert solar energy into electricity also if 
it is better to clean your solar panels.



Variables 

To test I used three conditions: 
Clean, dirt film and bird poop 

● Constant Variable clean solar
panel

● Solar panel with fake bird poop

● Solar panel with dirt on it



Experiment 
data

The house solar panels where 
test 5 times in different times of 
the day. A volt meter was used to 
measure voltage coming out of 

each solar panel 
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Aha! 

My discoveries

What did you learn after testing?

1. Solar panels can be very fragile

2. Solar panels

3. Consectetur adipiscing elit, sed do
eiusmod tempor incididunt



Procedure

Step1: Write down your background 
research

Step 2: research 

Step 3: title

Step 4: hypososize 

Step 5: test 

Step 6: write down data from the 
test.

Step 7: create your slideshow



Materials 

● Bird houses
● Hot glue
● Paint
● Fake grass
● Foam board
● Scissors
● Small fake trees
● Mini solar panels
● Volt meter
● Laptop
● Camera
● Pen
● paper



Conclusion

In conclusion testing the solar panels five times i concluded that the condition of 
the solar panel did not make a big difference. There were only tenths of voltage 
that changed between panels. I conclude that panels can be dirty and still function 
about the same. According to HEsolar they came up similar conclusion.  HESolar 
explains that Dirty solar panels will see an average 3.5% Production boost when 
cleaned. In my opinion this is an insignificant loss when considering how dirty the 
solar panels were



Resource 

-Chris Riley, How to Clean Solar Panels – Is it Worth it?. Greener choices,    How to Clean Solar Panels - Is it Worth it? -
Greener Choices.

-“CLEANING SOLAR PANELS: IS IT EVEN NECESSARY?”. Blue Raven solar,Cleaning solar panels: Is it even necessary? - Blue 
Raven Solar.

-Bob schildgen, Is It Necessary to Clean Solar Panels?. Sierra The magazine of the sierra club,SIERRA: The national magazine of the
Sierra Club | Sierra Club.

https://www.greenerchoices.org/how-to-clean-solar-panels/
https://www.greenerchoices.org/how-to-clean-solar-panels/
https://blueravensolar.com/blog/cleaning-solar-panels/
https://blueravensolar.com/blog/cleaning-solar-panels/
https://www.sierraclub.org/sierra
https://www.sierraclub.org/sierra

